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A second wave of the pandemic has battered

the continent in the last two months

prompting record numbers of infections and

deaths, with Brazil, Colombia, Peru and

Argentina among the most affected. Even

Uruguay – held up as an example to follow

having kept the pandemic at bay until the end

of last year – at one point led the world in per

capita deaths from Covid-19. Chile has also

been hard hit, despite more of its people being

fully vaccinated than in any other country bar

Israel.

On the issue of vaccine rollout, Chile, and

Uruguay, which has also come far on this, are

clear exceptions to the norm in the region.

Generally, Latin American countries have

struggled to acquire vaccines, leading to the

proportions of those receiving one jab or more

being lower than 1% for Honduras, Guatemala

and Venezuela and between 11-15% in

Argentina, Brazil, El Salvador and Panama.

Public mood has soured as a result, most

citizens believing their countries to be on the

wrong track. 86.9% and 85% of citizens hold

this view in Ecuador and Peru respectively,

with both these countries having seen recent

elections marked by fragmentation, voter

indecision and, ultimately, an ousting of the

ruling party. Regardless of the results of the

second round vote in Peru on June 6, its new

government, in common with that of Ecuador,

will command only a minority in the

legislature and must weave tricky political

alliances to promote their agendas.

Public disquiet in Colombia meanwhile has

boiled over. In the last few days, citizens have

taken to the streets en masse to protest, at

least initially, against another proposal for tax

reform (the third) promoted by the

government of Iván Duque and with reignited

demands for what are seen as long-overdue

police reforms.

There is still no data enabling us to describe

or forecast how the rioting and the police’s

response to it will impact on the popularity of

the President, which in April dropped to 35%.

That level of approval is similar to that he had

after the countrywide strike action of

2019/20, although Duque’s average for the

past two months is higher than on that

occasion.

On the other hand, the Presidents of

Argentina, Ecuador, Costa Rica and Uruguay –

all of whose popularity had slipped in the

previous two-month period – have seen their

approval ratings level off. This is true also of

Mexico’s López Obrador, whose ratings have

stabilized since November and may yet rise

ahead of the June legislative elections.

Contrastingly, Jair Bolsonaro of Brazil

continues his downward march, with the

2022 elections expected to present a major

challenge, while of all the presidents looked

at, Francisco Sagasti of Peru has witnessed

the sharpest drop in approval.

About this publication. Image of Power

provides bimonthly analysis of presidential

approval ratings in 18 countries in Latin

America and the Caribbean drawing on survey

data from 75 sources. Starting with this

issue, the Presidential Image Ranking (page

4) will only include those cases where a

minimum of three measurements are

available over the study period from at least

two different sources.
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What are the topics covered in this issue?

Presidential Image Ranking: March-

April 2021 (pag. 4)

How did the image of presidents

evolve? Jan 2020-April 2021? (pag. 5)

Between March and April levels of

approval stabilized except for in

Brazil and Peru (pag. 7)

What are the main concerns of the

public? (pag. 8)

What do citizens think of the work of

their parliaments? (pag. 10)
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     Colombia: Duque backs down on tax

      reform and ends April with greatest

      social unrest since 2019 (pag. 11)

     

     Brazil: Again in the eye of the storm,

      Bolsonaro goads Supreme Court and
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Methodological notes (pág. 18)
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Source: Author's own elaboration based on a compilation of public opinion surveys carries out between March and April 2021. To
see the sources, click here.
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Presidential Image Ranking 

COLOMBIA

Iván Duque

PERU

Francisco Sagasti

URUGUAY

Luis Lacalle Pou

Starting with this issue, ratings will only be given in those cases where a minimum of three
measurements are available over the study period from at least two different sources.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ShTeO2ggUWwXwT9O-q6gbTjtbB7jYpY94Zv1GU3gFoM/edit?usp=sharing
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How did the image of presidents evolve? 
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EL SALVADOR

Nayib Bukele

Source: Author's own elaboration based on a compilation of public opinion surveys carries out between January 2020 and April 2021. The
empty points correspond to periods when no data is available. (*) Based on a single data source. To see the sources click here.
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BRAZIL
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ShTeO2ggUWwXwT9O-q6gbTjtbB7jYpY94Zv1GU3gFoM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Sq5Y9y9zPGhO75BlYgSfO7nkRKDfYWsS6sGQEU2LCzA/edit?usp=sharing
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Source: Author's own elaboration based on a compilation of public opinion surveys carries out between January 2020 and April 2021. The
empty points correspond to periods when no data is available. (*) Based on a single data source. To see the sources click here.
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ShTeO2ggUWwXwT9O-q6gbTjtbB7jYpY94Zv1GU3gFoM/edit?usp=sharing


Between March and April levels of approval
stabilized except for in Brazil and Peru
Comparison with the period January - February 2021
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MEXICO

PERU

GUATEMALA

DOMINICAN
REPUBLIC

ARGENTINA

BRAZIL

VENEZUELA

HONDURAS

EL SALVADOR

ECUADOR

PANAMA

NICARAGUA

COSTA RICA

COLOMBIA

URUGUAY

BOLIVIA

CHILE

PARAGUAY

The level of support dropped by more than 3%

The level of support raised by more than 3%

The level of support remained +/- 3%

Evolution of the level of support in relation
to the period January-February 2021

No data

Approval levels remained relatively stable in

Argentina, Chile, Costa Rica, Ecuador,

Mexico and Uruguay, and only declined in

Brazil and Peru. This general leveling off

contrasts with the overall decline observed

in the first two months of the year, but for

which it is possible the drop in March and

April may have been steeper.

Iván Duque’s approval standing is perhaps

striking at first. However, it should be seen

in the light of the pronounced fall in his

popularity between January and February. In

addition, the approval level in April was

35%, well below that of March.

Source: Author's own elaboration based on a compilation of public opinion surveys carries out between March and April 2021. To see
the sources, click here.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ShTeO2ggUWwXwT9O-q6gbTjtbB7jYpY94Zv1GU3gFoM/edit?usp=sharing


Despite the worsening health situation

throughout the region and delays in the

implementation of vaccination plans,

COVID-19 is not the main concern of the

public at the moment.
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What are the main concerns of the public?

The following table shows some of the

issues that most concern citizens today,

based on a compilation of surveys

conducted between March and April. 

1°    Brazil, Costa Rica, El Salvador,     

       Dominican Republic and Uruguay

2°   Colombia, Ecuador and Panama

3°   Peru 

- More than 26 million people lost their jobs in

Latin America and the Caribbean during 2020.

- The countries with the highest

unemployment rates are Costa Rica (18.5%),

Panama (18.5%) and Colombia (17.3%). Next

come Brazil (13.9%), Argentina (11%), Chile

(10.2%), Uruguay (9.7%), Peru (7%), El Salvador

(6.98%) and Ecuador (5.5%).

- In Peru, labor informality has reached 68.9%

(ILO), while in Ecuador it stands at 51.1% (INEC). 

Unemployment

Security, crime & violence

1°    Chile, Guatemala and Mexico

2°    --

3°   Colombia, El Salvador, Dominican 

       Republic and Uruguay.

- Mexico is reporting its highest homicide rate

for the last 30 years, with more than 17,000

murders per year (INEGI). During the country’s

last electoral campaign, 79 political

candidates were assassinated.

- Since the signing of the 2016 peace

agreement in Colombia, 904 social leaders and

276 former combatants have been

assassinated (JEP) - 12 and 50 respectively in

2021 alone. Between 2017 and 2019, NGO

Temblores recorded 639 deaths and more than

40,000 physical assaults by the security

forces. Between April 28 and May 11, there were

1956 reports of police violence, including 40

deaths.

Ranking in citizens' concerns
by country

Facts in figures

Sources: To see the sources, click here. 

One survey also places unemployment  as the
public’s main concern in Argentina.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ShTeO2ggUWwXwT9O-q6gbTjtbB7jYpY94Zv1GU3gFoM/edit?usp=sharing
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What are the main concerns of the public?

Sources: To see the sources, click here. 

1°    Colombia and Panama

2°   El Salvador, Peru and Dominican

       Republic

3°   Brazil

- Out of 180 countries, these are the rankings

in the Transparency International Corruption

Perceptions Index: Dominican Republic (137),

Panama (111), El Salvador (104), Peru (94), Brazil

(94) and Colombia (92).

- In recent months, there have been

complaints of improper implementation of

vaccination plans and overpricing in public

procurement related to the pandemic in at

least 11 countries: Argentina, Bolivia,

Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Dominican Republic,

Ecuador, El Salvador, Mexico, Paraguay and

Peru.

Corruption

COVID-19 related issues

1°    Peru

2°   Brazil, Guatemala and Uruguay

3°   Chile, Ecuador, Mexico and

       Panama

- Latin America is currently the region most

affected in the world by COVID-19 with almost

1,560,000 deaths as of May 10.

- Brazil is the second country in the world to

exceed 400,000 deaths according to official

data. At the regional level, it is followed by

Mexico with almost 219,000 and Colombia

with more than 77,800 deaths.

- Uruguay became the country with the highest

number of deaths per million inhabitants.

- The level of ICU occupancy in Peru, Chile and

Paraguay is close to 100%.

 

Ranking in citizens' concerns
by country

Facts in figures

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ShTeO2ggUWwXwT9O-q6gbTjtbB7jYpY94Zv1GU3gFoM/edit?usp=sharing
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What do citizens think of the work of their
parliaments? 
March - April 2021

Source: Author's own elaboration based on a compilation of public opinion surveys carries out between March and April 2021.
(*) Based on a single data source. To see the sources click here.
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ShTeO2ggUWwXwT9O-q6gbTjtbB7jYpY94Zv1GU3gFoM/edit?usp=sharing


At least 43* people lost their lives and several hundred were

injured in protests against the tax reform pushed by the

government, which have shaken the country since April 28. Duque

has withdrawn the bill and Finance Minister Alberto Carrasquilla

resigned. However, these actions have been insufficient to calm

the tensions stoked by police clampdowns against protesters,

especially in Cali. 

Duque backs down on tax reform and ends April
with greatest social unrest since 2019

COLOMBIA
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The highlights of this issue

What were the main goals of the reform?

With the purpose of collecting some USD

6.300 million, the "Sustainable Solidarity Law"

proposed, among other things, to gradually

widen the income tax base to those earning

more than USD 663 per month, the levying of

VAT (19%) on some basic consumption

products that were exempted until now and

public water, electricity and gas services in

the highest socio-economic strata (4, 5 and

6), and the elimination of the income tax

exemption on pensions over 1,600 UVT and

severance payments. This is the third tax

reform proposal of the Duque administration.

The reform drew instant ire, reviving the

mood and actions of the National Strike

which peaked at the end of 2019 and the list

of demands that came with it, notably police

reform and better implementation of the

peace process amid uncovered massacres

and assassinations of social leaders. To

these

have been added more recent demands for the

scrapping of the health reform bill, the repeal of a

decree enabling aerial spraying with glyphosate,

and demands for free student tuition.

In Congress, senators Iván Cepeda and Wilson

Arias, with the support of other congressmen,

filed a motion of no confidence to oust the

Minister of Defense, Diego Molano, on whom the

police forces depend. His two predecessors,

Carlos Holmes Trujillo (who died in January due to

COVID-19) and Guillermo Botero Nieto, faced

similar actions on multiple occasions during

their respective mandates.

Aggravating tensions further are the delays in the

vaccination rollout and sharp uptick in Covid-19

cases, which have contributed to the President’s

approval falling sharply since March to an

average of 35% in April.

"The reform is not a whim. It
is a necessity. To withdraw it

or not was not the
discussion".

*The figure reflects the count of the Instituto de Estudios para la Paz and NGO Temblores. The Ombudsman's Office official
count is 27 as of May 10.



Bolsonaro's approval rating has been in decline and now 15%

points below its highest point between September-October 2020.

54% of Brazilians do not support his administration. What are the

main aspects of the last two-month period at the political and

health level?

Again in the eye of the storm, Bolsonaro goads
Supreme Court and governors

BRAZIL
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The highlights of this issue

On March 15, Bolsonaro announced he would

replace his Health Minister Eduardo Pazuello

with cardiologist Marcelo Queiroga - the

fourth to hold the position at the head of the

portfolio since the beginning of the

pandemic. A few days later, Foreign Minister

Ernesto Araújo and Defense Minister

Fernando Azevedo tendered their

resignations. The latter, in particular, was

received with surprise and in turn led to the

resignation of the heads of the Army, Air Force

and Navy, an unprecedented event in the

history of Brazil.

On April 14, the Supreme Federal Court (STF, in

Portuguese) acceded to a request from a

group of opposition senators who had been

pushing since February for the creation of a

special committee to investigate the

actions of the Bolsonaro government in its

handling of the pandemic and, in particular,

the worsening of the health crisis in the state

of Amazonia. Senate President Rodrigo

Pacheco, an ally of the ruling party, complied

with the order and formed the committee,

Although the Senate committee is not a judicial

body, it has the power to gather evidence for an

impeachment trial.

Two days later, on April 16, the STF ratified by 8

votes to 3 the annulment of the convictions

against former president Luiz Inacio Lula Da

Silva, thus enabling him to run in the 2022

presidential elections. The arguments of the

measure supported by the Court relate to due

process rather than to any gresh evidence,

specifically the argument that the holding of the

two corruption cases in the court of Curitiba fell

outside its jurisdiction.

These setbacks for the ruling party come amid an

enduring health crisis with record numbers of

infected or dying from Covid-19, bringing the

health system to the brink of collapse and further

hindering vaccination efforts. However, far from

changing his stance Bolsonaro has responded

fiercely to the restrictive measures taken at the

subnational level and even suggesed he might

issue a decree to "guarantee the right to come

and go" (i.e. to move about freely).

"If I sign a decree it is to be
complied with, it will not be

rejected by any court"



On April 11, Guillermo Lasso (CREO-PSC) was elected President of

Ecuador for the period 2021-2025 in a runoff election with 52.36%

of the votes. Lasso managed to win over the Correaist candidate

Andres Arauz, capturing more than expected disenfranchised

voters which in February had favored Yaku Perez (Pachakutik) and

Xavier Hervas (Izquierda Democratica). He will take office on May

24.

President-elect Guillermo Lasso presented
cabinet and government priorities

ECUADOR
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The highlights of this issue

How will the cabinet be composed? The

president-elect has already announced nine

cabinet members: Simón Cueva Armijos

(Economy and Finance); Ximena Garzón

(Health), María Brown (Education), María

Elena Machuca (Culture and Heritage),

Bernarda Ordoñez (Human Rights), Darío

Herrera (Urban Development and Housing),

Sebastián Palacios (Sports), Mae Montaño

(Social and Economic Inclusion) and

Alejandro Ribadeneira (Secretariat of Higher

Education, Science, Technology and

Innovation).

With some 861,000 doses of Covid-19

vaccines applied as of April 30, Lasso

announced that one of the priorities for his

first 100 days in office will be to vaccinate 9

million people. To this end, he has already

initiated contact with the governments of

Russia, China, the United States and Chile. He

also pointed out that he plans to create a

"vaccination coordination unit" under the

aegis of an "Ecuadorian businessman" who

will support the government in the

immunization process.

At the legislative level, he announced that he

will promote three bills as soon as he takes

office: on tax reform, to repeal of the

communication law, and a reform of the

education law for the elimination of the

Secretariat of Higher Education, Science,

Technology and Innovation. He also expressed his

intention to call for a popular consultation over

whether to scrap the Council of Citizen

Participation and Social Control and to create an

International Commission to Fight Corruption.

The fragmented composition of the National

Assembly will probably not facilitate the plans

of the ruling party, which only has 12 of the 137

seats. The first minority corresponds to Unión por

la Esperanza (correism) with 49 legislators. It is

followed by the indigenous movement

Pachakutik (27) and Izquierda Democrática (18)

which have already announced a legislative

alliance; and Partido Social Cristiano (18) which

formed a coalition with Movimiento CREO to

promote Lasso's candidacy. The remaining 13

seats correspond to various minorities. In this

context, the presidency of the Assembly will be

disputed between two opposition figures, with

Pierina Correa (UNES) and Salvador Quispe

(Pachakutik) as the most likely names.



Nayib Bukele: "We are cleaning our house... and that is none of your business".

On May 1, the 84 deputies elected last February 28 when the ruling
party secured a majority, took office. Fears of a possible anti-
democratic drift due to lack of opposition in the legislature were
confirmed in the first session, in which members of the Assembly
approved the dismissal of the 5 magistrates of the Constitutional
Chamber of the Supreme Court of Justice and removed the Attorney
General, Raul Melara.

Majority-led Assembly removes Constitutional
Chamber judges and Attorney General

EL SALVADOR
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The highlights of this issue

The dismissal of the judges was approved
with 64 votes in favor vs 19 against, and
justified by the argument that during the
pandemic they had “acted against the
Constitution, putting private interests before
the health and lives of the entire population".
The Attorney General Raúl Melara's resignation
was based on alleged links with the
opposition ARENA party, which "call into
question his objectivity, independence and
impartiality". Three other of the 5 dismissed
judges issued their resignation.

Almost a year ago, the relationship between
the Executive and the Judicial Branch became
strained when the Constitutional Chamber
declared the unconstitutionality of Executive
Decree 18 for extending the state of emergency
without the authorization of the Legislative
Assembly, which at that time had an
opposition majority. In June, this injunction
was then extended to 10 other decrees through
which the government had imposed
restrictions on the rights of movement and
public gatherings. The situation repeated
itself in July with the annulment of Decree 32,
which outlined a phased plan for the 

economic reopening of the country, on account of
it ordering restrictions unendorsed by the
legislative body.

The vacant positions in the Chamber will be
occupied by Héctor Nahum Martínez, José Ángel
Pérez Chacón, Elsy Dueñas, Luis Javier Suárez
Magaña and Oscar Alberto López Jerez, while
Rodolfo Antonio Delgado will be the new Attorney
General. In one of the first interviews after the
inauguration, Delgado turned his attention to the
International Commission against Impunity in El
Salvador (CICIES, in Spanish), stating that he will
evaluate whether it "helps or hinders" the actions
of the Attorney General's Office. Shortly after the
appointments, several lawsuits were filed against
the Assembly and the new judges.

The dismissals were strongly criticized by the
OAS, the Inter-American Commission on Human
Rights, the UN High Commissioner for Human
Rights Michelle Bachelet, the Vice President of
the United States Kamala Harris and the High
Representative for Foreign Policy of the European
Union Josep Borrell, among others.

https://www.rightofassembly.info/assets/downloads/Resolucion_63-2020_(Constitucionalidad).pdf
https://www.transparencia.gob.sv/institutions/capres/documents/384271/download
https://alertas.directoriolegislativo.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/I_21-2020-corte-els.pdf
https://alertas.directoriolegislativo.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/decreto32.pdf
https://www.oas.org/es/centro_noticias/comunicado_prensa.asp?sCodigo=C-045/21
http://www.oas.org/es/CIDH/jsForm/?File=/es/cidh/prensa/comunicados/2021/110.asp
https://news.un.org/es/story/2021/05/1491602
https://www.laprensagrafica.com/elsalvador/Kamala-Harris-Tenemos-profundas-preocupaciones-por-la-democracia-en-El-Salvador-20210502-0073.html
https://twitter.com/JosepBorrellF/status/1389135862169018370?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1389135862169018370%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.infobae.com%2Famerica%2Famerica-latina%2F2021%2F05%2F03%2Fla-union-europea-condeno-las-destituciones-de-jueces-en-el-salvador-cuestionan-el-funcionamiento-del-estado-de-derecho%2F
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2021: a year marked by elections

Castillo leads electoral preferences for the second
round, in a highly fragmented context 
 The general elections of April 11 ended with a surprise victory of

the teacher and union leader Pedro Castillo, of the leftist Peru

Libre party, who won with 18.9% of the votes. His rival in the

second electoral round will be Keiko Fujimori, who won 13.4%,

candidate of the right-wing Fuerza Popular party and daughter

of the former president convicted of crimes against humanity. 

The fragmentation of the electorate will

also be visible in the new composition of

the Peruvian Congress, whose 130 seats

will split into 10 blocs. Peru Libre will be the

biggest with 37 seats, followed by Fuerza

Popular with 24, Acción Popular with 16,

Alianza para el Progreso with 15 and

Renovación Popular with 13, according to

Ojo Público. Regardless of the results of

the second round of elections, the new

president of Peru faces a complicated

panorama when it comes to forming

political alliances to promote his or her

legislative agenda and guarantee

governability. In the past 5 years

confrontations between the legislative and

the executive branches have impinged

greatly on the country’s presidencies.

Curiously, the most voted for legislative

candidate was former President Martin

Vizcarra, who ran for the Somos Peru party.

However, it is possible he may not be able

to keep his seat after Congress

PERU

disqualified him last April 16 from

holding public office for 10 years, after it

came to light he and other government

officials had skipped the line to become

vaccinated.

What do the polls suggest for the second

round ballot on June 6? The last three polls

taken in April place Pedro Castillo in the

lead (43% IPSOS, 44% Datum and 41% IEP).

The leftist candidate is popular among men,

in the interior of the country, in lower

income sectors (C/D/E), and among those

with less education. For her part, Keiko

Fujimori (34% IPSOS and Datum, 21% IEP)

has higher voting intentions in

metropolitan Lima and in higher-income

sectors (A/B), but at the same time faces

significant levels of ‘voter rejection’ (50%

according to IPSOS). Nevertheless, the

number of undecided voters remains high.

According to Datum's measurements, only

54% of people surveyed have decided for

whom to vote.

On June 6, there will be general elections in Peru (presidential runoff) and Mexico (legislative). In

Chile, the election of constituent convention members was rescheduled for May 15 and 16.  

https://ojo-publico.com/especiales/resultados-onpe-elecciones-2021/#
https://www.ipsos.com/sites/default/files/ct/news/documents/2021-05/Encuesta%20Nacional%20Urbano%20Rural%2030%20de%20abril%20Am%C3%A9rica%20Ipsos-%20Segunda%20Vuelta%20%281%29.pdf
https://likecom.pe/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Encuesta-de-opinion-publica-Datum-29-abril.pdf
https://iep.org.pe/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Informe-IEP-OP-Abril-II-2021-Segunda-vuelta-intencion-de-voto-v2.pdf
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2021: a year marked by elections

June legislative elections: polls place Morena as
favorite 
 On June 6, elections will be held to reshuffle the Chamber of

Deputies in which the ruling party currently has a majority, 257

seats out of 500. Of the total number of legislators, 300 are

elected by direct vote in each of the single-member electoral

districts; the remaining 200 through proportional

representation using a system of regional lists divided into five

multi-member constituencies. Their term of the legislators’

office is 3 years.  

Two electoral alliances, Juntos Hacemos

Historia (Morena, Partido del Trabajo and

Partido Verde Ecologista) and Va por Mexico

(PAN, PRI and PRD), and four parties,

Movimiento Ciudadano, Partido Encuentro

Solidario, Redes Sociales Progresistas and

Fuerza por Mexico, will compete in these

elections. The latest polls place Morena in the

lead with 40 to 45% of the vote, followed by PRI

(16 to 20%) and PAN (15 to 19%). If these

predictions come true the ruling party would

improve its 2018 performance when it obtained

37% of votes.

The campaign has been marked by tensions

over the new rules approved by the National

Electoral Institute (INE, in Spanish) in March to

limit legislative over-representation, which has

been set by the Constitution at 8%. In short, the

candidates of parties in coalitions competing

through proportional representation must prove

their "effective affiliation" in order to prevent

large parties from registering their own

members on the lists of their smaller scale

allies. The new rule has been challenged by

Morena, PAN and ES but the Electoral

Tribunal endorsed it on April 27. For the

presidential spokesman, Jesús Ramírez, this is

MEXICO   

an attempt to "change the rules of the game in

the middle of the match".

In the Mexican capital, the electoral campaign

was temporarily suspended following the

accident on the Metro on May 30, which has

claimed 25 lives and left 70 injured so far. PAN

criticised Morena over the incident, with the

city’s current and former majors and its current

Chancellor - who inaugurated the work in 2012 –

belonging to Morena. PRI, in contrast, chose not

to make accusations after the accident instead

calling for a thorough investigation.

On the issue of violence against elected

representatives in Mexico, as of the start of the

electoral campaign in April this year, in all 79

candidates had been killed with 476 cases of

attacks, threats of violence, attacks against

family members, against collaborators,

kidnappings and extortions. Of the fatalities, 15

correspond to the PRI and 13 to Morena. 69% of

those targeted by attacks are local or municipal

level politicians, especially from Veracruz,

Guerrero, Oaxaca, Guanajuato, Morelos and Baja

California.

http://sil.gobernacion.gob.mx/Glosario/definicionpop.php?ID=279
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Elections calendar

June 6:
legislative elections 

To be elected: all members of

the Chamber of Deputies

MEXICO

October 24*:
legislative elections 

To be elected: 127 deputies (half of

the seats) and 24 senators (one

third)

ARGENTINA

November 28:
presidential and
legislative elections 

To be elected: President, Vice-

Presidents and all members of

Congress

HONDURAS

November 7: presidential
and legislative elections

To be elected: President, Vice

President and all members of

the National Assembly

NICARAGUA

November 21:
presidential and
legislative elections

To be elected: President, Vice

President, all members of the

Chamber of Deputies and 27

Senators

CHILE

May - December 2021

June 6:
presidential elections

The run-off election to define

between the top two

candidates elected April 11

PERU

* Discussions are underway to move them to November 14.

May 15 & 16:
constituents elections

To be elected: all 155

constituent convention

members

CHILE



April 2021

Methodological notes

This monitoring of presidential image compiles

surveys conducted in 18 countries in the region.

The survey includes measurements of the level

of presidential approval, presidential image and

level of approval of the government's

administration from a group of 75 consulting

firms and research centers, subject to

expansion.

The measurements are integrated by means of a

simple average per country for the period

surveyed. Data sources are not weighted

according to the methodology used, sample size

or pollster. The averages for this two-month

period are compared with those of previous two-

month periods, using the same methodology.

While the goal is to average multiple data

sources, compliance is conditioned by the

availability of information.

For this reason, all cases where figures are based

on a single data source have been clearly

identified.

From this issue onwards, the presidential image

ranking will only include cases with at least three

measurements obtained from two or more data

sources ( consulting firms / research centers)

over the period under review.

Since in some cases a considerable level of

dispersion between measurements has been

noted, Tables 1 and 2 below - also available in the

interactive version - disaggregate the values

according to data source for the two-month

period considered in this report.
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To see the sources: click here

https://public.tableau.com/profile/iv.n8702#!/vizhome/AnImageofPower-MarchApril2021/Methodologicalnotes?publish=yes
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ShTeO2ggUWwXwT9O-q6gbTjtbB7jYpY94Zv1GU3gFoM/edit?usp=sharing
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Methodological notes
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To see the sources: click here

https://public.tableau.com/profile/iv.n8702#!/vizhome/AnImageofPower-MarchApril2021/Methodologicalnotes?publish=yes
https://public.tableau.com/profile/iv.n8702#!/vizhome/AnImageofPower-MarchApril2021/Methodologicalnotes?publish=yes
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ShTeO2ggUWwXwT9O-q6gbTjtbB7jYpY94Zv1GU3gFoM/edit?usp=sharing
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